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Abstract: This Paper investigates the flow inside an S-Shaped Square Duct. In this paper, a 

computational fluid dynamics model of fully developed turbulent flow (k-ε model) is implemented 

with the help of FLUENT software and the variation of pressure along the length of bend with 

variation in Reynolds number is analyzed. The curvature is investigated at Reynolds numbers 

4.73x10
4

 and  1.47x10
5

. A non-dimensional parameter ω, defined as the total pressure loss 

coefficient is analyzed for finding out the total pressure loss in the duct. Cp Data obtained from the 

simulation of S-shaped ducts show that there is flow separation at the near side wall of the first bend 

and far side wall of the second bend. At high Reynolds number separation is more dominant near 

junction of bend as compare to low Reynolds number flow.  To improve the flow in S-ducts, 

Tangential Blowing   as flow control methods is implemented. The method used is effective in 

suppressing flow separation and reducing total pressure loss. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The layout of any practical piping system necessarily includes bends and the accurate prediction of 

pressure losses, flow rate and pumping requirements demands knowledge of the character of curved 

duct flows, such wide applications in the industry have forced researchers to acknowledge the 

importance of study of flow in curved ducts. 

Curved duct flows are common in aerospace applications.  Many military aircraft have wing root or 

ventral air intakes and the engine is usually positioned in the Centre of the aircraft’s fuselage.  Air 

entering these intake ducts must be turned through two curves (of opposite sign) before reaching the 

compressor face. Such a configuration results in an S-shaped air intake duct and therefore the engine 

performance becomes a strong function of the uniformity and direction of the inlet flow and these 

parameters are primarily determined by duct curvature.   

Shams et al. [18] study is based on flow inside S-shaped square duct which model in gambit software 

using k-ε model. From simulation, it is found out that flow separation is at near side of first bend and 

far side of second bend. Vortex generator method is used to improve the flow 

This chapter intends to present a review of the flows in curved ducts and S-shaped ducts.  Discussion 

is based on the Flow Separation, mechanism of total pressure loss and duct’s exit flow conditions. 
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II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The optimum aerodynamic performance of S-shaped ducts (or aircraft air-intake ducts) demands that 

a relatively uniform flow with a smallest possible pressure loss. These requirements naturally lead 

one to consider the use of traditional flow control devices like vortex generators, blowing jets.  

Passive devices like Tangential Blowing takes place on the side wall eliminate flow separation if it is 

present.  They “locally” mix the high-momentum fluid in the free stream with low-momentum fluid 

near the wall and thus suppress flow separation. In contrast to the passive means  of  flow  control,  

blowing  jets  and  vortex  generator  jets are  active  flow  control  devices  for  flow  separation  

control,  whereby  mass  addition  near  the separation  point  energizes  the  low  momentum  fluid  

close  to  the  wall  to  overcome  the  adverse  pressure  gradient.  

To study the effects of flow control in square  cross  sectioned  S-duct,  Tangential Blowing flow 

control  method  was  studied   In  this  Chapter,  the  relative  merit of  vortex  generators  on  the  

flow  in  a  square  cross sectioned  S-duct.  Suppression of flow separation, reduction of total 

pressure loss, and flow uniformity at duct exit are the chosen criteria. 

Investigation of (S-duct Figure 1 [18]) has been carried out with help of FLUENT, a CFD tool to 

simulate the Effect of pressure is studied. The present work is conducted at higher Re=4.73x10
4
and 

1.47x10
5
and with square cross-sectioned, S- shaped ducts with sharper bends and larger turning 

angle. The geometry is made in solid works and imported on Ansys software for analysis. After 

analysis on FLUENT following graphs are plotted. 

 

Figure 1. S-duct configuration 

Case 1: Study of 3D S-Shaped Duct: 

Mesh Independency Study: 

The grid independency is studied for the k-ε model employing four size of grid to examine the 

sensitivity of grid. As we get result in the third column that is fine mesh size is independent of grid 

that’s the optimum grid. 

On the study of 3d s-shaped duct we found that from Fig.2 and Fig.3 i.e. contour of static pressure 

there are two low pressure zones are creating on the duct one at near side wall of the 1st bend and 

other on the far side wall of the second bend. On these two pocket of the bend there is a flow 

separation which is clearly seen by the Fig. no.4 i.e. contour of velocity vector. For suppressing this 

flow separation, we can use different flow control techniques. From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 it is clearly seen 

that the contour of static pressure is same for both the Reynolds number only there is difference in 

magnitude. Fig. 5 shows that the plot of static pressure vs. position. 
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Table 1. Grid independency chart 

Mesh size Maximum cell 

squish 

Maximum aspect 

ratio 

Pressure and static 

pressure(min and max) 

Pressure and pressure 

coefficient 

coarse 5.05561 x 10-2 2.03094 -1.37609, 3.683053 -2.246697, 6.013155 

medium 6.5253 x 10-2 2.16342 -1.553137, 3.96047 -2.535753, 6.466074 

fine 9.28082 x 10-2 2.18632 -1.585209, 4.26690 -2.5881, 6.966368 

Mesh with 

sizing 

9.28082 x 10-2 2018632 -1.585209, 4.26690 -2.5881, 6.966368 

Graphs of Static Pressure contours 

 

Figure 2. Contour of Static Pressure at Re=4.73x104 

 

Figure 3. Contour of static Pressure at Re=1.47x105 
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Figure 4. Plots of static pressure v/s position 

Study of 3D S-Shaped Duct with Flow Control Techniques: 

Different flow control Techniques for improving the performance of S-Duct. 

➢ Tangential Blowing  

1. Study of 3D S-Shaped Duct with Tangential Blowing: 

Vortex generators “locally” mix the high momentum fluid in the free stream with the low momentum 

fluid near the wall and thus energies the boundary layer to suppress flow separation. 

 

Figure 5. Tangential Blowing on near sidewall 
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Figure 6. Shows flow separation and suppressed flow 

 

Figure 7. S-duct with Tangential Blowing 
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On the study of 3D S-shaped duct with flow control technique with Tangential Blowing, we found 

that from Figure 2 and Figure 3, contour of static pressure there are no low-pressure zones create on 

the duct one at near sidewall of the 1st bend and other on the far sidewall of the second bend as found 

from the analysis from bare duct. From Figure 2 and Figure 3, it is clearly seen that the contour of 

static pressure is same for both the Reynolds number only there is difference in magnitude. Figure 4 

shows that the plot of static pressure vs. position the trend obtained from Figure 4 is clearly matched 

with the Figure 9 i.e. practically result obtained by the Thye, N. Y., 2009.now from the different 

values obtained from the pressure graph we calculate value of Cp at different point of the duct which 

is shown on the Table no 2. Fig.12 shows graph obtained Cp v/s s/d by simulation which is matched 

by the practical result. 

From the above simulation results following tables and graphs are plotted for surface pressure 

distribution Cp and total pressure loss coefficient. 

1. Table of surface pressure distribution on the side wall (far side wall and near side wall) for bare 

duct and duct with Tangential Blowing at Re=4.73x104 

Table.2: Surface pressure distribution on the side wall at Re=4.73x104 

S/D Cp far Side (bare) Cp far Side (blowing) Cp Near Side (bare) Cp Near Side (blowing) 

0 0.2 0.25 -0.3 -0.35 

0.25 0.3 0.3 -0.45 -0.47 

0.5 0.35 0.37 -0.5 -0.71 

0.75 0.43 0.44 -0.55 -0.9 

1 0.3 0.35 -0.4 -0.55 

1.25 0.3 0.3 -0.5 -0.3 

1.5 -0.3 -0.1 -0.4 -0.1 

1.75 -0.75 -0.25 0 0.3 

2 -1 -0.6 -0.1 0.3 

2.25 -1.2 -0.9 0.05 0.4 

2.5 -1.2 -0.8 0.1 0.4 

2.75 -1 -0.8 0.15 0.25 

3 -0.9 -0.65 0.1 0.25 

3.25 -0.5 -0.6 0.2 0.2 
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Figure 8. Surface pressure distribution on the side wall at Re=4.73x104 

 

Figure 9.  Graph of Cp v/s S/D obtained practically by Thye, N. Y [13] at Re=4.73x104 

From above chart it is clearly seen that there is no point of inflection in case of duct with Tangential 

Blowing as compare to bare duct so it can be concluded from above chart that flow separation is 

suppressed by use of flow control device i.e. Tangential Blowing.  

Figure 8 and Figure 10 shows that there is no point of inflection in case of duct with Tangential 

Blowing as compare to bare duct. So it can be concluded from above chart that flow separation is 

suppressed by use of flow control device i.e. Tangential Blowing and the pattern obtained by 

simulation is similar to the graph of Cp vs S/D obtained practically by Thye, N.Y. i.e. Figure 9. 

2. Table of surface pressure distribution on the side wall (far side wall and near side wall) for 

bare duct and duct with Tangential Blowing at Re= 1.47x105 
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Table 3: surface pressure distribution on the side wall at Re=4.73x104 

S/D Cp far Side (bare) Cp far Side (blowing) Cp Near Side (bare) Cp Near Side (blowing) 

0 0.25 0.25 -0.25 -0.35 

0.25 0.3 0.3 -0.45 -0.47 

0.5 0.45 0.37 -0.67 -0.71 

0.75 0.43 0.44 -0.55 -0.9 

1 0.4 0.42 -0.5 -0.6 

1.25 0.3 0.3 -0.35 -0.3 

1.5 0 0 -0.15 -0.15 

1.75 -0.3 -0.25 0 0.05 

2 -0.75 -0.6 0.2 0.17 

2.25 -1 -0.9 0.35 0.4 

2.5 -0.85 -0.8 0.3 0.27 

2.75 -0.85 -0.8 0.25 0.25 

3 -0.7 -0.65 0.25 0.2 

3.25 -0.5 -0.6 0.2 0.2 

 

Figure 10 Surface pressure distribution on the side wall at Re=1.47x104 

 

Figure 11.  Graph of Cp v/s S/D obtained practically by Thye, N. Y [13] at Re=1.47x105 
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From Figure 8 and Figure 10 it is seen that there is no point of inflection in case of duct with 

Tangential Blowing as compare to bare duct at Re=1.47 X 105 so it can be concluded from above 

chart that flow separation is suppressed by use of flow control device i.e. Tangential Blowing and the 

pattern obtained by simulation is like the graph of Cp vs S/D obtained practically by Thye, N.Y. i.e. 

Fig. 11. 

Total pressure loss 

Table 3. Total pressure loss coefficient with respect to Reynolds number for bare and Tangential Blowing duct. 

S. 

No. 

Total pressure loss 

coefficient 

Reynolds number 4.73x104 Reynolds number 1.47x105 

Simulation Experimental [14] Simulation Experimental [14] 

1. Bare Duct 0.2 0.24 0.25 0.2 

2. VG 0.115 0.2 0.12 0.13 

3. 
Tangential Blowing 

Cm=0.12 
0.15 0.16 0.15 0.14 

4. 
Tangential blowing 

Cm=0.045 
0.12 0.13 0.125 0.12 

 

Figure 12. Variation of total pressure loss coefficient at different incident angle for VG and Tangential blowing 

configuration at Re = 4.73x104 
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Figure 13. Variation of total pressure loss coefficient at different incident angle for VG and Tangential blowing 

configuration at Re = 1.47x105 

From Figure and from Figure 13, it is found that there is reduction in total pressure loss coefficient by 

using vortex generator and tangential blowing. As total loss coefficient is 0.25 and 0.2 for the bare 

duct respectively for both Reynolds number. 

• In case of Tangential Blowing it is 0.115 For Re=4.73x104. 

• For Reynolds number 1.473x105 for Tangential Blowing it is 0.2. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The optimum aerodynamic performance of S-shaped ducts (or aircraft air-intake ducts) demands that 

a relatively uniform flow with a smallest possible pressure loss. The contour of static pressure 

obtained from simulation of bare Duct, shows two low pressure zones are developed on the duct, one 

at near side wall of the 1st bend and other on the far side wall of the second bend. There is a flow 

separation in these two pockets of the bend which is clearly seen on the contour of velocity vector 

(Figure 5). As we use two Reynolds number the effect is same, only difference in magnitude 

observed. Flow control techniques namely Tangential Blowing is used to suppress the flow 

separation there why reducing total pressure loss. 

The effectiveness of Tangential Blowing to control flow separation, reduce total pressure loss is 

studied. The graph of Cp vs S/D (Figure 11) of simulation shows no point of inflection i.e. there is no 

flow separation on these walls. There is also reduction in total pressure loss coefficient by using 

Tangential Blowing shown in table 3. As total loss coefficient is 0.25 and 0.2 for the bare duct for 

respective Reynolds number. In the case of Tangential Blowing it is 0.115 and 0.2 for respective 

Reynolds number. 

The method Tangential Blowing was found to be effective in suppressing flow separation and 

reducing total pressure loss. Therefore, the results indicate competing parameters for improving the 

performance of flow in S-ducts. 
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